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A. Methods of Proposing Constitutional Amendments 

1. Should the Convention specify constitutional .9-. 11 

amendment through constitutional convention? 

If so, should the Convention specify: 

a. Method for calling the convention? 

(1) proposing the call? 

(2) approving the call? 

(3) periodic call? 

b. Scope of convention powers? 

c. Preparatory comnissions? 

d. Organization of the convention? 

(1) number of delegates? 

(2) delegate qualifications and vacancies? 

(3) method of delegate election? 

(4) time and place of convention? 

(5) partisan vs. non-partisan elections? 

(6) convention expenses? 

(7) convention procedures? 

2. Should the Convention specify constitutional . 3 4 - . 3 8  

amendment throu~h constitutional comnlission? 

If so, should the Convention specify: 

a. Method of establishi~g the Con-mission? 

b. Membership of the Commission? 



c. Referral of Commission proposa1.s to the voters? .39 

3. Should the Convention specify constitutional . 4 0 - .  41. 

amendment through legislative initiative? -- 

If so, should the Convention specify: 

a. Procedure for proposal of amendments? 

(1) which legislative house can so propose? 

(2) at what legislative sessions can the 

proposals be made? 

(3) special voting requirements? 

b. Limitations on amendment proposals? 

(1) specific number of amendments? 

(2) specific number of subjects that a single 

amendment can treat? 

(3) frequency of amendment to same article? 

4. -. Should the Convention specify constituti-onal 

amendment through popular initiative? - 

a. "Direct initiative"? 

b. "Indirect initiative"? 

If the popular initiative is used, should the 

Convention specify: 

a. Number and geographical distribution of 

petition signatures? 

b. Requirements for filing the petition? 

c. Provisions for review of the petition? 

d. Subject matter limitations? 



e. Referral of proposals to the governor? 

f. Type of elections at which the proposals will 

be voted on? 

B. llethods for Approvi-ng Proposed Constitutional Amendments 

The Convention may provide a general requirement of 

ratification, or it can prescribe details of the 

ratification process. If it chooses the latter, should 

the Convention specify: 

1. Form of submitting proposed amendments? 

2. Publicity requirements? 

3. Type of election at which proposed amendments are 

submitted? 

4. Limitations on proposal of amendnents? 

a. Separate vote require~ents? 

b. Limit on number of amendnents submitted to 

voters simultaneously? 

5. Vote requirements? 

a. Majority? 

b. Extraordinary majority? 

6. Effective date of approved amendments? 


